
SECTION 1. 170 IAC 5-5-1: Definitions 
Supportive, with conditions. 
 
(n) Change “second notice” to “additional notice”. Also requires contact to mark as needed. 
(o) Amend to ““Re-mark ticket” means an 811 ticket that is requested because some of the 
markings from the most recent dig ticket may have become illegible.” and allow for work to 
continue where locate marks are still visible and there is no sign of an unmarked utility. 
Examples: 
 -Road project marks may be gone behind the excavator, but still good in front of them. 
 -URD rehab or pole line project. Marks may have been destroyed at the beginning but are still 
good ahead of you, and marks are needed to move wire where you already dug. 
(p) Amend to read “additional notice” 
 (1) or (2) would like to add “…any other utility visible and not marked” (not just pipeline). 
 
IN811 DP committee requested clarification of the difference between ticket types. In the event 
of a damage the IURC has viewed “Re-mark tickets” as an admission that marks are gone, and 
new ones are needed so it stops all work on the job site until remarked. This topic has been 
complicated by the fact that when a “Remark ticket” is called in a new ticket number is 
generated, and this has led many to believe that it is ok to continue digging on the original ticket 
until the new one is marked. Operators/Excavators need an option to continue working when 
marks are good in the specific dig area. This will not change the liability to an excavator who 
continues to dig in an area without marks.  
Some locators also believe that “Job Extension ticket” is only a keep alive function to keep the 
excavator legal and doesn’t require marks, but as with all locate tickets these still require 
contact and mark as needed. 
 
 
SECTION 2. 170 IAC 5-5-1.1: Deadline to Supply Marking Information 
Supportive 
 
Currently tickets are on a 48-hour clock, rather than two full working days as written in IC8-1-26. 
For some companies, when a ticket comes in during the day, the operator/locator typically will 
not have them routed until the next day, thereby reducing the available time to mark, not giving 
them two “FULL” days. To clarify; any ticket submitted after 7:00 am, the clock would not start 
until 7am the following day and will be due at 7am 2 full working days later. This will give the 
operators/locators two actual full days to mark. This is intended to help reduce late tickets, and 
also provide consistent start times on all tickets. 
 
SECTION 3. 170 IAC 5-5-1.2: Location and description of underground facilities 
Oppose the requirements for service lines and oppose requirements for electric facilities.  
  
Sec. 1.2. An operator required to supply to location and description of the underground facilities 
under IC 8-1-26-18 shall, as part of the description, include the following: 

(1) A written description on the ground near the underground facility or in another 
manner that ensures the party performing the excavation or demolition receives the 
description. 
(2) For service lines, 

(A) an indication the underground facility is a service line; and 
(B) the material type of the service line. 

(3) For pipeline facilities two (2) inches in diameter and larger,  
(A) the diameter, and  



(B) material type 
of the facility being located.  
(4) For electric underground facilities, the voltage level of the facility being located.  

(Indiana Utility Regulatory Commission; 170 IAC 5-5-1.2)  
 
(1) This is only relevant for communications lines not in conduit, and gas pipeline. If a line is in 
conduit, it will be identified that way by its locate symbol on the ground, therefor size and 
material would be irrelevant. If direct buried it would be good to identify the size and type of 
communication line in the ground. (copper or fiber, 24/124pr etc.) so an excavator knows what 
to look for.  
Recommend adding accommodation for water, sewer, and storm drains over 8” by either the 
type of marks on the ground or the pipe size indicated on the ground, per CGA best practices. 
This is necessary to identify the tolerance zone for the excavator. 
 
(2) This is not relevant information for an excavator. 
 (A) If correctly marked by the locator, the symbology will identify it as a service line. 
 (B) Only relevant for the gas line industry as all other buried utilities are plastic coated. 
 
(3) As defined by 8-1-26, pipeline only refers to gas and chemical transport, not water or sewer. 
 
(4) This is irrelevant and not something a locator can determine. It’s like asking for gas pipeline 
pressure. If anything, wire size would be a better indicator, but there are 100’s of wire sizes and 
descriptions that most don’t understand (350, 500, 4/0,1000pri,1000mcm etc.). The symbology 
on the locate will define the type of line in the ground whether it is a main line or a service line. 
Size is irrelevant since you can have as little as 120v on even the largest wire. We want the 
same care taken regardless of the wire size; it all presents the same danger. 
 
SECTION 4. 170 IAC 5-5-1.3: Expiration of 811 Tickets 
Supportive with conditions. Would like to see the requirement include adding the expiration date 
to the physical tickets.  
 
Expiration dates need to be clearly defined and consistent, so there is no misunderstanding how 
long the ticket is good for. Currently tickets expire at 20 days at the time called in, changing to 
midnight adds consistency for all tickets. It is common the excavators don’t know the expiration 
date of tickets, and during damage investigations it is commonly found that excavators didn’t 
know they were digging on expired tickets. 

(a) Should be amended to read “Eastern Time” not local time to remain consistent with 
IN811 procedures and ticket start times.  

(c) Should be amended to read “Eastern Time” not local time to remain consistent with    
IN811 procedures and ticket start times.  

(d) Remove completely or amend to allow work to continue if locates are visible in the 
immediate dig area. 

 
SECTION 5. 170 IAC 5-5-2: Notification of violations of IC 8-1-26 
Not applicable / neutral. 
 
 



SECTION 6. 170 IAC 5-5-2.1: Notice of inability to provide locate information 
Oppose this entire section and ask the committee to strike it from the proposed changes.  
 
This is an attempt to correct a problem that needs to be addressed but this doesn’t directly 
impact it as written. The option to reschedule should only ever be used for untonable utilities, or 
where safety is a concern (traffic, access etc.).  
 

(1) Oral notification is currently used and is really the only feasible option, but this is 
routinely recorded fraudulently, where an actual communication never took place. 
 

(2)  A signed written agreement is not a realistic option and will limit the potential for 
future technology advances by defining it as “written and signed agreement”.  

 
Indiana 811 hopes to have the ability to facilitate this type of transaction through Exactix in the 
future. 
 
What happens when the excavator doesn’t agree to the terms? It doesn’t change the fact that it 
can’t be located. Who and how will it be enforced? 
 
SECTION 7. 170 IAC 5-5-2.2: Clearance Zone 
Oppose this section as written.  
 
This section should reference 8-1-26 and use terminology to allow excavation with mechanical 
equipment once the utility is exposed visually, secured, and protected. 
 
SECTION 8. 170 IAC 5-5-2.3: Positive response to excavators of supplied location 
information 
Supportive of this suggestion and believe it to be a good solution. However, our support is 
conditional on positive response being a function available on ExactTickets software.  
 
It is important for excavators to know when all utilities have been located. If a utility doesn’t have 
a positive response system in place, then the excavator has no way of knowing if the jobsite is 
clear of utilities, or just not marked. 
 
The positive response system requires a code change be completed by the ticket management 
system developer. This is not an issue for any large volume utility that will almost always be 
using a third-party system. This could however impact a smaller utility with lower volume that 
does their own locating. There are some utilities that are still getting emails or faxes, so there 
needs to be a low/no cost option for them and may require adding the Exactix functions to 
respond to tickets. Not having a ticket management system shouldn’t stop progress for the 
greater good of damage prevention. 
 
SECTION 9. 170 IAC 5-5-3: Process for determining violations of the underground plant 
protection laws and penalties 
Not applicable / neutral.  
 
SECTION 10. 170 IAC 5-5-4: Underground plant protection account 
Not applicable / neutral. 
 
 
 



Additional Points for Comment. 

1. Should the rule address spacing of paint lines and flags?  

Not necessary. Every locate determines what is needed, so it would be difficult to cover 
every scenario. Education on CGA best practices might be more useful. 

2. Should the rule address the frequency of ongoing maintenance of the markings by the 
operator? 
 
Not clear on what this means. If it means the operator must monitor every job to ensure 
marks are good, then absolutely not. This would completely remove the burden of 
maintaining marks by the excavator. If this is a discussion about the frequency that 
locates are renewed by the excavator, the maximum time or condition of locates is 
already addressed in previous sections, but the over calling and auto renewal would be 
a good topic. 

3. Do stakeholders see a need to require marking standardization, perhaps by 
incorporating CGA best practices? 

CGA does define some marking standards but isn’t all inclusive. Consistency throughout 
the state could be beneficial. 

4. Should there be a maximum limit for reschedules, so that, for instance, an 811 ticket 
cannot be rescheduled for a date after the 811 ticket would be expired? 

Yes. Limit to one. But there shouldn’t be any reschedules except for large project tickets and 
untonable utilities. Only real exception that comes to mind would be access issues, or 
potentially traffic control or where safety is a concern. 

5. Is there a benefit to defining a separate locate process for “project” locate tickets? Is 
there a standardized definition of “project” tickets? 

Yes, there should be. However, defining what constitutes a project has been the issue. 
Projects should have a size and time component in the definition. 

6. Should the clearance zone requirement spell out the calculation of the size of the 
tolerance zone, i.e. half the diameter of the facility plus 24 inches on all sides? 

Since the identification of pipe size is only required to be written then yes. But where 
pipe size is identified with the marking (approximate outside edges of the utility) then 2’ 
from marks is acceptable.  

7. Should there be a penalty or other enforcement mechanism if an operator fails to provide 
positive response? 

Yes, if you are going to make it law and mandate it. There should also be penalties for 
all violations of 8-1-26, not just for the gas/pipeline industry. 



 
We would like to add a few points for discussion not covered. 

We believe that for large ongoing projects, the cost burden should be shared by the 
excavator/developer.  Large projects can have a seriously negative impact for a small 
utility, and that cost burden is sometimes passed on to the utility customer rather than 
the developer causing the expense. There is precedence for this with a small municipal 
water on the I69 project.  

Discuss limiting the number of times a ticket can be called in for the same job without 
work being started. This frequently puts excess burden on the operator for unnecessary 
tickets. Causes backlog of needed locates, and cost to the operator.  

Discuss penalty for excess footage requests by excavator when not required. This adds 
burden to an already strained system and is a frequent problem. 

Need clarification from IURC on the proper procedures for the excavator when multiple 
additional notices don’t result in getting facilities marked. Some Telecom utilities are 
known for screening out tickets from their locators to cut costs, resulting in job delays 
trying to get a facility marked. These delays can have a significant impact with 
unrecoverable costs for excavators. At what point is it acceptable for an excavator who 
has done his due diligence to get a utility marked, relieved of responsibility and clear to 
dig?  

Need to discuss prohibiting pre-screening of “low impact” tickets where facilities exist. 

Discuss excavator registration with the state for all out of state excavators, requiring dig 
safe and ticket calling procedure best practices before being able to work in Indiana. 
There are hundreds of incidents where out of state contractors not familiar with Indiana 
code frequently violate them or hit utilities and leave the state making it extremely 
difficult to track down. Ideally all professional excavators except utilities and 
homeowners calling in a single address ticket for their property should have to register 
as well. 

Require all utilities to have a publicly available LOCAL contact point that is provided on 
every locate request. Either a monitored email, or phone number. It is a common 
problem for an excavator trying to contact a utility that isn’t marked, marked incorrectly, 
or damaged. A perfect model example is the NIPSCO trouble ticket email that will get 
an immediate response for problems. This should be the expectation of every utility 
interested in good damage prevention practices. 

 
 
 
 


